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Details of Visit:

Author: Hard2Handle
Location 2: Paddington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 5 Sep 2010 14:30
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: GFE London Escorts
Website: http://www.gfelondonescorts.co.uk/
Phone: 07730696969

The Premises:

A very plush apartment near Edgeware Rd ? probably one of the smartest I've been in. I got to the
apartment and buzzed her number, but couldn't get past the door entry system. I must have spent a
couple of minutes trying to figure it out. I finally got in ? strolled into the spacious reception area,
right past the consiergre who was busy dealing with a group of people, and straight into the lift.

The Lady:

Dany is a 19yr old from Brazil. She's about 5' 5?, size 12 ? 14, with lovely caramel-coloured
complexion. She has long, mousy-brown hair. She's got smallish sized tits, (altho they looked bigger
when she had her bra on) and wore a brazilian (appropriately enough) down below. She is the girl in
the website pix, but they flatter her a bit. In real life she's got more pounds than on the photo's.

The Story:

She welcomed me in wearing a mauve basque, clipped together down the front, and black leather
shorts and high heels. I started by apologizing to Dany for being 10mins late, and asked if she was
OK for the hour. She said yes ? but evidentially her English wasn't that good, so I clarified by asking
for 60mins. She nodded that it was OK, so I handed her the fee.

Dany started proceedings by applying the rubber before I was even fully erect yet. She held the
base of my shaft and leaned sideways into my cock, bobbing her head up and down. She used a lot
of teeth action in her technique, and I could sense my helmet getting a good workout. This went on
for a couple of minutes, and then she lay back on the bed and invited me into mish, saying ?C'mon
baby!? I duly obliged, got into position above her and she guided me in. We fucked like this for a
couple of minutes and then she started groaning. She said that she was cumming - but wasn't too
convinced. But before I had even had a chance to cum myself, Dany had put me on my back, took
the condom off, and gave me an enjoyable HJ. I eventually came all over her knuckles.

During the post-orgasmic chat Dany didn't move from the same position on the bed. During this time
I found out that a lot of activities (e.g reverse O, kissing) was out of bounds. With a number of
restrictions, plus the fact that Dany continued to lie in the same prone position, I realised that there
would not be much mutual fun taking place. So I decided to cut my losses and asked for a BJ. At
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that suggestion she got up and I lay back, played with my cock which made it respond and then
applied the condom. My cock was not fully erect, but she had it covered and assumed her previous
position of leaning sideways into my groin area, and commenced a BJ on me. But the BJ was
interrupted a couple of times by her friend (who I was soon introduced to as Aline) who kept
knocking on the room door to ask Dany something. Even as we prepared to get ready for doggie,
Aline was knocking on the door - and this had the effect of making me loose momentum. Dany even
called time 10mins early - but after my protest, she agreed to give me a vigourous wank. I was on
the verge of reaching pop #2, but was interrupted by the inevitable knock on the door from Aline.

As I got dressed, Dany said she had to go and that Aline would see me out. So I chatted with Aline
and found out that she works for another agency - and she was obviously dressed for work. She
was a very pleasant sight to end with.

But as to Dany - this was not one of my better punting experiences cos of the activities which are off
the menu and cos this wasn't a lively hour. I would recommend her for a 30mins appmnt, but any
longer than that and things seem to grind to a halt!
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